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ABSTRACT

Heterogeneous information network (HIN) embedding has recently

a�ractedmuch a�ention due to its effectiveness in dealing with the

complex heterogeneous data. Meta path, which connects different

object types with various semantic meanings, is widely used by

existing HIN embedding works. However, several challenges have

not been addressed so far. First, different meta paths convey dif-

ferent semantic meanings, while existing works assume that all

nodes share same weights for meta paths and ignore the personal-

ized preferences of different nodes on different meta paths. Second,

given a meta path, nodes in HIN are connected by path instances

while existing works fail to fully explore the differences between

path instances that reflect nodes’ preferences in the semantic space.

rTo tackle the above challenges, we propose aHierarchicalA�entive

Heterogeneous information network Embedding (HAHE) model

to capture the personalized preferences on meta paths and path in-

stances in each semantic space. As path instances are based on a

particular meta path, a hierarchical a�ention mechanism is natu-

rally utilized to model the personalized preference on meta paths

and path instances. Extensive experiments on several real-world

datasets show that our proposedHAHEmodel significantly outper-

forms the state-of-the-art methods in terms of various data mining

tasks.

CCS CONCEPTS

•Computer systems organization → Embedded systems; Re-

dundancy; Robotics; •Networks → Network reliability;
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1 INTRODUCTION

A heterogeneous information network (HIN) is a network whose

nodes or links share different types, many real world networks in-

cluding bibliographic network, social network and knowledge base

etc. can be modeled as HINs. Meanwhile, as an efficient and effec-

tive way to represent and manage large-scale networks, network

embedding maps the topological structure into low-dimensional

vector space such that the original network proximity can be well

preserved. �e embedded results have been proved to be extremely

useful as feature inputs for a wide variety of graph analysis tasks

including clustering, classification and prediction [8, 28, 32]. To

marry the advantages of HINs with network embedding, recently,

HIN embeddings are drawing much a�ention from both academia

and industry communities.

Compared with homogeneous network, the heterogeneity in

HINs brings in more information of similarity between nodes for

network embedding to preserve. In particular,meta path, a relation

sequence connecting different types of nodes, is widely used to ex-

tract structural features and capture relevance semantics between

nodes in HINs. Although some existing HIN embedding methods

[5, 17, 32] have utilized meta paths to learn comprehensive prox-

imity between nodes, several challenges have not been addressed

so far.

First, existing HIN embeddingmethods either do not distinguish

meta paths or assume same weights of meta paths for all nodes.

�e personalized preferences of nodes on meta paths can not be

captured and the proximity to be preserved is not complete enough.

Take the heterogeneous social network embedding for friend rec-

ommendation as an example, some users prefer to making friends

with those sharing similar tags (the meta path user-tag-user), some

users prefer to making friends with those close in geography (the

meta path user-location-user). Only modeling the global prefer-

ence will miss such personalization and result in inaccurate em-

beddings. Althoughmodeling the personalized preference onmeta

http://arxiv.org/abs/1902.01475v2
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paths can help to learn be�er representations of nodes, it will bur-

den users a lot to manually provide explicit guidance in determin-

ing importance of meta paths for each node. It is necessary to effi-

ciently and effectively model the personal preference on the meta

paths.

Second, given a meta path, nodes in HINs are connected by path

instances. Most of the existing methods measure the similarity by

counting the number of path instances and ignore the difference

between path instances. Still take the heterogeneous social net-

work embedding for friend recommendation as an instance, given

a meta path, i.e., user-tag-user, a user can be connected to other

users by path instances. However, the tag connects them may be

rough or cult, the connected user may have many or a few tags.

All the above situations will result differences between meta path

instances. Distinguishing these path instances can highlight the

most relevant path instance and ignore noisy ones, as a result, bet-

ter embedding results can be learned. However, existing methods

fail to capture such personalized preference on path instances.

To solve the above challenges, in this paper, we propose aHierarchical

A�entiveHeterogeneous information networkEmbedding (HAHE)

model to efficiently learn HIN embedding while modeling the per-

sonalized preference on meta paths and path instances. To meet

the fact that path instances are based on given meta paths, a hi-

erarchical a�ention mechanism is naturally utilized with a meta

path a�ention layer and a path instance a�ention layer. �e meta

path a�ention layer learns personalized preferences towards meta

paths for each individual node, the path instance a�ention layer de-

termines importance of path instances with respect to meta path.

In particular, the main advantages of using such a�ention in

HIN embedding can be summarized as follows: i) A�ention al-

lows the HAHE model to be robust towards noisy parts of the

HINs including both meta paths and path instances, thus improve

the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio[13]; ii) A�ention allows the HAHE

model to assign a relevance score to each node in the HINs to high-

light nodes with the most task-relevant information, it also pro-

vides a way for us to make the model more interpretable. We will

provide further discussion in the experiments.

�e contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

(1) We propose a Hierarchical A�entive Heterogeneous infor-

mation network Embedding (HAHE) model to learn HIN

embeddings which captures the personalized preference

on both meta paths and path instances.

(2) We elaborately design a hierarchical a�ention mechanism

to learn a�ention coefficients on meta paths and path in-

stances, we provide evidence that the learned coefficients

can reflect the performance of meta path.

(3) We conduct experiments in terms of several data mining

tasks on real-world datasets to show the superiority of our

model against several existing methods and give compre-

hensive analysis on the learned a�ention coefficients in

order to gain more insights of the datasets.

�e remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

introduces the related work. Section 3 describes notations used in

this paper and presents some preliminary knowledge. �en, we

propose the HAHE model in Section 4. Experiments and detailed

analysis are reported in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper

in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we will review the related studies in three aspects,

namely heterogeneous information network, network embedding

and heterogeneous information network embedding.

Heterogeneous Information Network As a newly emerging

direction, heterogeneous information network (HIN) has been ex-

tensively studied as a powerful and effective paradigm to model

complex objects and relations. In HIN, nodes can be reached by

paths with different semantic meanings and these paths(also called

meta-paths [22]) have been explored for fulfilling tasks, including

classification [11], clustering [21, 23], recommendation [3, 30], and

outlier detection [7]. However, with the development of data col-

lecting, the scale of HIN are growing and the adjacent represen-

tation is always high-dimensional and sparse. A low-dimensional

and dense representation is needed to serve as the basis for differ-

ent downstream applications.

Network Embedding Network embedding aims at learning

low-dimensional vector representation to facilitate a be�er under-

standing of semantic relationships among nodes. Among them, a

branch of methods [6, 16, 25] employ a truncated random walk to

generate node sequences, which is treated as sentences in language

models and fed to the skip-gram model to learn embeddings. Be-

yond skip-gram model, graph structure is also incorporated into

deep auto-encoder to preserve the highly non-linear first order

and second order proximities [1, 25, 27]. Recently, inspired by

GCN [12] which use convolution operators that offer promise as

an embedding methodology, a wide variety of graph neural net-

work(GNN) models have been proposed [8, 26, 29, 29].

Heterogeneous InformationNetworkEmbeddingRecently,

network embedding has been extended to HINs and a bunch of

methods have been proposed. Among them, heterogeneous skip-

gram model based methods are proposed [4, 10, 32] where meta-

path based random walks are used to generate graph contexts. Be-

yonds the meta-path based random walk and skip-gram model,

neural networks are also explored on HINs. In HIN2vec [5], a

single-hidden-layer feedforward neural network is applied to en-

able users to capture rich semantics of relationships and the details

of the network structure to learn representations of nodes in HINs.

In HNE [2] and PTE [24], node embeddings are learned by cap-

turing 1-hop neighborhood relationships between nodes via deep

architectures. In Aspem [20], HIN is decomposed into multiple

aspects and embeddings are derived from the aspects. Some meth-

ods learn embedding on specific HINs such as knowledge graph

(KG)[18], signed HINs [28] or employ HIN embedding for specific

tasks such as similarity search [17] and recommendation [3, 9, 19]

3 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce some background definitions and for-

mally define the problem of Heterogeneous Information Network

Embedding.

Definition 1. Heterogeneous Information Network A het-

erogeneous information network(HIN) [22] is defined as a network
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with multiple types of nodes and/or links. As a mathematical ab-

straction, we define a HIN as G = {V,E}, where V denotes the set

of nodes and E denotes the set of links. A HIN is also associated with a

node type mapping function fv : V → O, which maps the node to a

predefined node type, and a link type mapping function fe : E → R ,

which maps the link to a predefined link type.

Definition 2. Network schemaandmeta pathNetwork schema

is a template for a HIN G which is a directed graph defined over ob-

ject types, denoted as TG = {O,L}. A meta path [22] π is defined

on the network schema TG = {O,L} and is denoted in the form of

π = o1
l1
−→ o2

l2
−→ ...

lm−1
−→ om . A path instance I, which goes

through nodes v1,v2, ...,vm , is an instance of the meta path π , if

∀i = 1, ...,m,oi = fv (vi ) and li = fe (vi ,vi+1).

�e definition of meta path is o�en given by users with prior

knowledge. Some previous works [23, 31] focused on automati-

cally find the meta path. However, it is not the main problem we

aim to solve in this paper and we assume the meta path is defined

by user. Given the meta-path set, our work focuses on distinguish-

ing these meta-paths. In real-world HIN, not all the node types are

studied and we separate them into target node type and content

node type.

Definition 3. Target/Content type nodes�e target type nodes

VT are defined as nodes aims to be embedded in network embed-

ding. �ey are o�en associated with labels in semi-supervised learn-

ing tasks. �e content type nodes VC are defined as the rest type of

nodes which serves as connection between target type nodes.

It is worth noting that providing labels for all node types is time-

consuming and labor-intensive in real-world applications. �e tar-

get type nodes can be connected with different types of content

nodes with semantic meanings. In this paper, we only learn the

embedding for one particular target type of nodes in HIN. Learn-

ing embeddings for all node types can be achieved by se�ing each

node type as target type.

Definition 4. Heterogeneous Information Network Embed-

ding Given a heterogeneous information network(HIN)G = {V,E},

corresponding node type mapping function fv : V → O and edge

type mapping function fe : E → R . Heterogeneous Information

Network Embedding aims at learning a function f : V → Rd that

projects node v ∈ VT into a vector in a d-dimensional space Rd ,

where d ≪ |V|.

4 MODEL

In this section, we describe the details of our proposedHierarchical

A�entive Heterogeneous InformationNetwork Embedding(HAHE)

model. �e architecture of HAHE is showed in Fig 1, we will in-

troduce it from the bo�om path instance a�ention layer to the top

meta path a�ention layer.

4.1 Path instance attention layer

Given HIN G = {V,E} and meta path π , nodes are connected by

path instances, the path instance a�ention layer aims at learning

meta path π based embeddingHπ while distinguishing the path in-

stances. �e basic idea is to learn embedding by collecting informa-

tion from node itself and nodes connected by path instances, the
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Figure 1: �e overall architecture of HAHE model.

path instances are distinguished based on the similarity of struc-

tural features.

We use the normalized meta path based adjacent vector Aπi as

the structural feature representation of node vi . Leveraging the

adjacent vector enjoys the following properties: first, nodes in dif-

ferent semantic space will be dowered with different structural

features which can be�er unleash the power of meta path, sec-

ond, both meta path based first and second order proximity can

be preserved in meta path based embedding Hπ . Considering the

fact that meta path based adjacent vector can be high-dimensional

and sparse, we first use meta path specific feature transformation

with Multilayer Perceptron(MLP), parameterized by W
π
f
∈ RN×d

to transform themeta path π based structural feature intod dimen-

sional space.

For nodes connects to node vi by path instances, those who

share similar structure features with nodevi will be assigned with

large a�ention coefficient απ which can be wri�en as:

sπi j =
(Wπ

f
Aπi )

T ·Wπ
f
Aπj

| |Wπ
f
Aπi | | · | |W

π
f
Aπj | |

απi j =
exp(sπi j )

∑

k ∈Nπ

i
(sπ
ik
)

(1)

where sπi j denotes the transformed feature similarity between node

vi andvj based onmeta path π ,Wπ
f
denotes the structural feature

transformation matrix for meta path π . απi j is the path instance

a�ention coefficients of node vj in learning meta path based em-

bedding hπi , N
π
i is the neighborhood nodes that connect to node

vi based on meta path π .

Some existing work [26] learn embedding by combining the

transformed feature of node itself with the aggregated set of nodes.

However, formeta path like paper-conference-paper in bibliographic

network, there may exist large amount of nodes connected by path

instances, it is inefficient to aggregate information from all these

nodes and node’s own feature may be diluted in the aggregated

features. To solve the above problem, we first uniformly sampled

some nodes from the connected node set and learn the aggregated

embedding hπ
N (i )

:

hπ
N(i )
= σ (

∑

j∈Nπ

i

απi jW
π
f
Aπj ) (2)
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where σ () is the activation function and we use Tanh function here,

hπ
N(i )

is aggregated embedding, Nπ
i is the set of nodes connect

to node vi with path instances. �en we concatenate node’s own

feature with aggregated embedding and get the meta path based

embedding hπi :

hπi =W
π
C

[

hπ
N(i )

; Wπ
f
Aπi

]

(3)

where W
π
C

∈ R2d×d is the weight of linear transformation from

the concatenation to the embedding space, hπ
N(i )

is the meta path

based neighborhood embedding, Wπ
f
xπi is the transformed node

feature, [·] is the concatenation of vectors. To summarize, the

learned meta path based embedding hπi can not only keep its own

feature, but also weighted combine information from nodes con-

nected by path instances.

4.2 Meta path attention layer

Givenmeta path based embedding {H 1
,H 2
...HM } ∈ RN×d learned

from path instance a�ention layer, the comprehensive node em-

bedding is expected to integrate meta path based embedding as

each of thempreserves the proximity between nodes in correspond-

ing semantic space. In order to capture the personalized preference

on meta paths of each node, we utilize meta path a�ention layer

to model the personalized preference and learn the comprehensive

node embedding H .

We first introduce a meta path preference vector pi ∈ R1×k for

each node vi to guide the meta path a�ention mechanism to dis-

tinguish meta path based embedding, it is randomly initialized and

jointly learned during the training process. For meta path based

embedding hπi similar to the preference vector pi , it will be as-

signed with large a�ention coefficients and contribute more in the

comprehensive embedding.

Tomeasure the similarity between themeta path preference vec-

tor and transformed meta path based embedding, we use a linear

transformation with non-linear activation to transform the meta

path based embedding Hπ into k-dimension space:

hπi
′

= σ (Wph
π
i + bp ) (4)

where Wp ∈ Rd×k is the parameter of transformation, hπi
′

is the

transformed meta path based embedding, bp is the bias parame-

ter of the transformation, σ () is the activation function and we

use Tanh here. �e meta path a�ention coefficients are then based

on the similarity between preference vector and transformed meta

path based embedding:

γ πi
′

=

pTi · hπi
′

| |pi | | · | |h
π
i

′
| |

γ πi =
exp(γ πi

′

)
∑M
m=1 exp(γ

m
i )

(5)

where | | · | | is the L2 normalization of vectors,γ πi is the personalized

a�ention coefficients on meta path π for node vi .

With the learned a�ention coefficients, the comprehensive em-

beddinghi of nodevi can be obtained byweighted combiningmeta

path based embedding {h1i ,h
2

i ...h
M
i }:

hi =

M
∑

π=1

γ πi h
π
i (6)

where hi is the comprehensive embedding of node vi , M is the

number of meta paths. To summarize, the meta path a�ention

layer models personalized preference on meta paths by introduc-

ing the preference vector pi for each node vi , the learned compre-

hensive embedding can naturally distinguish the meta path based

embedding.

4.3 Loss function

In order to learn useful, predictive representations of nodes in HIN,

we learn the parameters of HAHE in a task-specific semi-supervised

environment. �e objective is to minimize the Cross-Entropy loss

between the ground-truth and the predictions:

L = −

|V |
∑

i

L
∑

l=1

Yil ln(C(Hi)l ) (7)

where Yil ∈ {0, 1} is ground truth of node vi on label l , C(Hi )l ∈

{0, 1} is predicted result of node vi on label l . Given partial la-

bels of nodes, we can optimize the HAHE model with mini-batch

stochastic gradient descent and back propagation algorithm. �e

overall HAHE model is described in Algorithm 1.

4.4 Complexity Analysis

�e overall algorithmic complexity of HAHE in single minibatch is

O(SMCMLP ) where M is number of meta paths, S is the minibatch

size and CMLP is the cost of an evaluation of the MLPs which is

of the form O(KD2) where K is the total number of layers and D

is the average dimension of the layers of the MLPs in the model.

�ese complexities make HAHE extremely appe1aling and can be

scaled to large HINs.

Algorithm 1: HAHE algorithm.

Input: HING = {V, E}, meta path set{π1,π2, π3 ...πM },

transformed feature dimension d , preference vector

dimension k .

Output: Vector representation H

1 Randomly initialize the preference vector pi ∈ R1×k for each

node vi , transformation matrixWf ,WC ,WT ;

2 while Not converged do

3 for vi ∈ V do

4 for π ∈ {1, 2, ...,M} do

5 Learn path instance a�ention coefficients απ by

Equation (1);

6 Learn comprehensive node embedding H by

Equation (2)(3);

7 for π ∈ {1, 2, ...,M} do

8 Learn meta path a�ention coefficients γ π by

Equation (4), (5);

9 Learn comprehensive node embedding H by

Equation (6);

10 Update the parameters p,Wf ,WC ,Wp ,bp ;

11 Return node embedding H;
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Table 1: Dataset statistics

# Node # Edge # Label meta-path

DBLP 10650 39888 4
APA,APPA,

APTPA,APVPA

YELP 37342 178516 3 BRURB,BRKRB

IMDB 44634 134643 21 MAM,MDM,MUM

5 EXPERIMENT

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments on real-world

HIN datasets to answer the following questions:

(1) Can HAHE learn be�er HIN embedding results for data

mining tasks compared with existing methods?

(2) Can HAHE model the personalized preference on meta

paths and are the learned a�ention coefficients correct?

(3) Is HAHE sensitive to the parameters and how does the

parameters affect the performance?

.

5.1 Datasets

We conduct experiments on the following real world HINs, the de-

tails of datasets are described as followswith dataset statistics sum-

marized in Table 1:

(1) DBLP is a bibliographic network of computer science which

is frequently used in the study of heterogeneous networks.

It contains four types of objects including paper, author,

venue and topic. We use a subset of DBLP containing

4249 papers(P), 1909 authors(A) and 18 venues(V) from

4 areas: database, data mining, machine learning and in-

formation retrieval. We consider the meta path set: APA,

APPA, APVPA.

(2) IMDB is a movie rating website contains a social network

of users and the rating of each user. We extract a het-

erogeneous information network with 942 users(U), 1,318

movies(M), 889 directors(D) and 41,485 actors(A).�e type

of the movie is used as the label of the movie. We consider

the meta path set: MAM, MUM.

(3) Yelp-Restaurant is a socialmedia dataset, released in Yelp

Dataset Challenge 1. We extracted information related

to the restaurant business objects of three sub-categories

[14] : Fast Food, Sushi Bars and American(New) Food. We

construct a HIN of 2,614 business objects (B); 33,360 re-

view objects (R); 1,286 user objects (U) and 82 food rele-

vant keyword objects (K). We consider the meta path set

BRKRB,BRURB.

5.2 Baselines

We evaluateHAHEagainst six state-of-the-art network embedding

models and two HAHE variants.

(1) Node2vec/LINE [6, 25] Node2vec uses truncated random

walks to generate node sequences and employ skip-gram

model for node representation learning. LINE learns node

1h�ps://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge

embedding by preserving both first order and second or-

der proximity. Both of twomethods are widely used as the

baseline of network embedding methods.

(2) GraphSAGE [8] learns node embedding by aggregating

local neighborhood features. We comparewith thismethod

to demonstrate the superior of learning neighbor a�ention

and combine different meta paths. Here, we use the mean

aggregator version of GraphSAGE to show the importance

of learning weights for neighbors.

(3) GCN [12] learns node embeddingwith graph convolutional

network that designed in homogeneous network. It com-

bines both a�ributes and network structure.

(4) GAT [26] is an a�ention based network embeddingmethod.

�e a�ention coefficients are learned by a single-layer feed-

forward neural network. We compared with this method

to demonstrate the superior of the proposed meta a�en-

tion layer.

(5) Metapath2Vec [4] is one of the state-of-the-art HIN em-

bedding methods. �e meta path guided random walks

are performed on HIN for context generation.

(6) HIN2vec [5] is another state-of-the-art heterogeneous in-

formation network embedding method. It learns the em-

bedding through a deep neural network by considering

the meta path. However, it does not consider the weight

of different meta paths. We compare with this method to

demonstrate the superior of learning meta path a�ention.

(7) HAHE-max/HAHE-avg are variants of HAHE in which

we use max pooling/mean pooling to learn the compre-

hensive embedding from meta path based embedding. We

compare with this method to demonstrate the superior of

using meta path a�ention layer to distinguish meta paths.

We implement the proposed HAHE model with Pytorch, the

codes has been released in Github2. �e model parameters are

randomly initialized with a xavier initializer and Adam optimizer

is employed for optimization. We use the parameters learned by

HAHE-homo as the initialization of neighbor a�ention layer. We

set the learning rate to 0.0005 and the batch size to 512. �e vector

dimension of all themethods is 128. For the comparedmethods, we

use the code provided by authors. For random walk based method,

the number of walks per node is set to 80, the walk length is 100,

the size of negative sampling is 5. All the experiments are con-

ducted on a Linux server with one NVIDIA Titan Xp GPU and 24

core Intel Xeon E5-2690 CPU. For methods designed for homoge-

neous information network, to make fair comparison, we extract

the homogeneous information network based on each meta path

and report the best results in concatenation, max-pooling and sin-

gle meta path based embedding.

5.3 Node Classification

Node classification has been widely used in literature to evaluate

network embeddings. �e structural features are used as node

a�ributes for GraphSAGE, GAT and GCN. We use Micro-F1 and

Macro-F1 score as the evaluation metric for classification. Table 2

illustrated the semi-supervised node classification results in three

datasets. Based on the results, we have the following observations:

2h�ps://github.com/zhoushengisnoob/HAHE

https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge
https://github.com/zhoushengisnoob/HAHE
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Table 2: Node classification on real world datasets.

Dataset DBLP YELP IMDB

Evaluation Micro-F1 Macro-F1 Micro-F1 Macro-F1 Micro-F1 Macro-F1

Seed % 10% 20% 30% 10% 20% 30% 10% 20% 30% 10% 20% 30% 10% 20% 30% 10% 20% 30%

Node2Vec 0.841 0.848 0.858 0.842 0.849 0.859 0.858 0.862 0.867 0.858 0.867 0.870 0.421 0.428 0.435 0.094 0.102 0.108

LINE 0.845 0.852 0.852 0.845 0.853 0.853 0.859 0.864 0.871 0.859 0.867 0.872 0.427 0.431 0.440 0.102 0.112 0.120

GraphSAGE 0.853 0.857 0.866 0.853 0.858 0.866 0.883 0.894 0.899 0.889 0.898 0.906 0.458 0.461 0.468 0.118 0.119 0.120

GCN 0.851 0.856 0.863 0.848 0.852 0.864 0.883 0.890 0.892 0.893 0.900 0.899 0.468 0.473 0.476 0.139 0.143 0.150

GAT 0.841 0.859 0.869 0.840 0.859 0.869 0.889 0.897 0.899 0.901 0.907 0.909 0.475 0.481 0.486 0.162 0.170 0.169

Metapath2Vec 0.766 0.788 0.799 0.765 0.789 0.800 0.860 0.866 0.870 0.861 0.867 0.871 0.427 0.430 0.434 0.124 0.129 0.133

HIN2Vec 0.853 0.860 0.862 0.854 0.861 0.862 0.869 0.870 0.871 0.869 0.876 0.878 0.437 0.436 0.437 0.129 0.127 0.127

HAHE-avg 0.842 0.852 0.858 0.847 0.854 0.861 0.883 0.892 0.899 0.889 0.895 0.901 0.467 0.472 0.486 0.125 0.133 0.138

HAHE-max 0.830 0.803 0.821 0.831 0.804 0.822 0.872 0.882 0.888 0.874 0.886 0.891 0.439 0.446 0.458 0.098 0.106 0.115

HAHE 0.864 0.886 0.893 0.864 0.887 0.893 0.902 0.923 0.938 0.913 0.931 0.945 0.480 0.484 0.498 0.141 0.147 0.152

(1) An overall observation is that HAHE achieves the best

performance among the compared algorithms and HAHE

variants in terms of all the evaluation metrics. With more

labeled data for classification, most of themethods get bet-

ter performances. �is indicates the effectiveness of our

proposed HAHE model in learning node embeddings in

HIN.

(2) Among the methods deigned for homogeneous informa-

tion network, GraphSAGE, GAT andGCN gains be�er per-

formance comparedwithNode2Vec and LINE.�is demon-

strates the superior of collecting information from con-

nected nodes. Also, GAT gains slight improvements over

GraphSAGE which points out that learning weights for

neighborhood can help learn be�er representations.

(3) Compare HAHE with its two variants: HAHE-avg and

HAHE-max, we observe that learning a�ention for aggre-

gating meta path based embedding can achieve be�er per-

formance. Mean-pooling and max-pooling are two popu-

lar pooling function for aggregating features but the im-

portance of each meta path is ignored. �e performance

improvement gained by HAHE further indicates the ad-

vantage of distinguishing meta path based embedding.

(a) Metapath2Vec (b) HIN2Vec (c) HAHE

Figure 2: Network Visualization results on DBLP dataset.

Nodes are mapped into the 2-D space using the T-SNE pack-

age with learned embeddings. Color indicates the class label.

Best viewed on screen.

5.4 Network Visualization

Network visualization is another popular application of network

embedding which supports tasks such as data exploration and un-

derstanding. Following the experimental se�ing of existing works

[33], we first learn low dimensional representation for each node

and then map them into the 2-D space with t-SNE[15]. Figure 2 il-

lustrates the network visualization results on DBLP dataset. Each

dot denotes a node and each color denotes label of a class. A

good embedding method is expected to make nodes with same la-

bel close to each other while far for nodes with different labels.

As observed in Fig 2, the state-of-the-art baseline methods Metap-

ath2Vec and HIN2Vec do not separate the nodes as good as HAHE.

�e visualization results of HAHE are quite clear since most of

nodes with same label (color) are close to each other and nodes

with different labels(colors) are far from each other. �is further

verifies the effectiveness of the proposed HAHE method.

5.5 Analysis of attention coefficients

In HAHEmodel, we usemeta path a�ention layer tomodel the per-

sonalized preference on the meta paths. To evaluate whether the

learned a�ention coefficients could reflect the personalized prefer-

ence onmeta paths, we compared the learned a�ention coefficients

with the performance of meta paths. �e performance of each

meta path can be represented by single meta path based embed-

ding which is the output of the neighbor a�ention layer in HAHE.

We directly fed the meta path based embedding into node classifi-

cation task and Figure 3 illustrates the comparison between perfor-

mance of meta path and learned a�ention coefficients. Based on

the results, we have the following observations:

(1) �e basic observation is that there is a positive correla-

tion between the performance of meta path and learned

a�ention coefficients. Meta path with be�er performance

is assigned with larger average a�ention coefficients. �is

proves that the learned a�ention coefficients can properly

reflect the performance of meta paths. As a result, users

can have deeper insight of the dataset.

(2) Another interesting observation is that the box plot 3 of

each meta path shows that nodes have personalized pref-

erence on meta paths. Although the trend of a�ention co-

efficients are same as meta path instances, nodes has dif-

ferent a�ention coefficients on each meta path. Such per-

sonalized preference is captured by HAHE to learn more

accurate embedding.

5.6 Parameter Analysis

In this subsection, we investigate the parameter sensitivity of HAHE.

More specifically, we evaluate how different numbers of the node

embedding and preference vector dimension can affect the results

of node classification. Following the previous experiment se�ings[27],

3h�ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Box plot

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Box_plot
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(c) IMDB

Figure 3: Comparison between performance of meta path

and learned attention coefficients. �e bar plot(le�) denotes

the meta path performance and the box plot(right) denotes

the learned attention coefficients.

we only change the corresponding dimension and report the re-

sults.
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(b) Preference vector dimension k

Figure 4: Parameter sensitivity analysis w.r.t dimension of

node embedding h and preference vector p.

Figure 4 illustrates the result of Micro-F1 score w.r.t dimension

of embedding and preference vector. In Figure 4(a), we can see

that the dimension slightly affect the classification performance,

when the number of dimensions is larger than 50, the Micro-F1

score have minor changes(within 1%) which shows that HAHE is

not very sensitive to the dimension of context vector. In Figure

4(b), we have similar observation that HAHE is not sensitive to

the dimension of preference vector on three datasets.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed the HAHEmodel for HIN embed-

ding in which a hierarchical a�ention mechanism is proposed to

model the personalized preference on bothmeta paths and path in-

stances. Experimental results of node classification, network visu-

alization on real-world HIN datasets demonstrate the superior per-

formance of HAHEcompared with several state-of-the-art meth-

ods.

�is paper suggests several potential future directions of research.

First, the recommender system can be viewed as a HINwith rich at-

tribute information, the problem of recommending items or friends

to users can be based on the embedding of items and users. An-

other possible direction is to take the a�ributes of nodes into con-

sideration since in real-world datasets, nodes are o�en associated

with rich information. Finally, learning embedding for all types of

nodes in HINs is also an interesting problem to solve.
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